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The Fastest Path from Data Sprawl to Better Decisions
More often than not organizations are using multiple databases and storage systems to
store their data. One of the biggest challenges whether you are implementing a new data
strategy or maintaining an existing one is dealing with data sprawl. Data is everywhere!
How do you wrangle your data and bring it into one place to make faster, better, datadriven business decisions?
The evolution of modernizing big data solutions has tried to address this challenge, all the
while the volume of data is increasing exponentially everyday and data ecosystems are
becoming more complex.
The first wave of evolution started with data warehouses where extracting, transforming
and loading (ETL) data into the data warehouse for a specific use became popular. It
works if you can fully imagine and ETL the right data into the warehouse. But the reality of
knowing the unknown questions and or data sources needed for future insights just isn't
possible. As new questions arise data engineers quickly pivot to grab data from new
sources and execute the ETL process. This further delays time to insights as the data
consumer must wait for the ETL to be completed before doing their data analysis.

Today's data problems in the
enterprise:
• Lack holistic data analysis for faster,
better decision making
• Increasing data costs and complexity
• Poor performance with very large
volumes of data
• Adherence to enterprise security and
governance

The next wave was the introduction to the data lake. The data lake eliminated the ETL
process as it provided a data store where you can include both structured and
unstructured data at scale. Unfortunately data lakes are strained by the volume of data as
you dump it into the data lake for an undefined future use. This option becomes costly as
the raw data volume increases and data movement can cause situations where the data is
out of date.
The data lakehouse seems to be an option to data management problems as it combines some of the best of the data warehouse and the data
lake. It supports both processed data and raw data. It also has low cloud storage costs while still providing advanced querying capabilities.
Processed data can be organized into charts and tables while still allowing for raw data or other newer forms of data to also be stored in one
central location. But can we really achieve all the analytic benefits of data warehouse and storage benefits of a data lake? Or will it soon be
obvious once again the “solution” to data management falls below the standards envisioned with the myth of a single source of truth? Time will
tell.
What if you could use whatever storage systems you currently have and make them work for you, instead of against? What if we could just leave
the data where it is? Or better yet, ETL some data one last time to cheaper storage? What if, instead of a single source of truth, we had a single
point of access to all data?

Analytics Engine for Distributed Data

Starburst for your analytics engine for your distributed data
Look no further. Starburst delivers significant capabilities for the world’s largest organizations that solve
for these exact challenges, including:
Federation: Easily brings together more than one data source; whether they be on-premise or in any
cloud, in a data lake, data warehouse, or lakehouse
No data movement/duplication: Reducing or eliminating the need for ETL, decreasing total cost of
ownership (TCO) and ensuring the quality of your data while performing ad-hoc queries
Optionality: Data lock-in is not an option regardless of where your data lives. We help to unlock access
to all your data sources to speed up your time to insights
Fast SQL engine for the data lake: Speeding time to insights on your data lake with our fast ANSI SQL
query engine
Scale and concurrency: Scaling with your growing data volume so you can significantly reduce
resource utilization provide adequate concurrency

How it works
Starburst solves for the intersection of ever-increasing data volumes and ever-increasing data consumers. Our perspective is that
the historical approach of constantly moving data into a single-source-of-truth method is no longer possible — there’s too much
data, and too many people trying to ask new questions of the data. We help our customers de-prioritize data movement while they
give their teams consistent, easy, and fast SQL based access to all their data. We call this the data consumption layer.

The Data Consumption Layer
Starburst Enterprise is a data consumption layer that unlocks siloed data by providing fast access to any data source, via SQL —
the tool language your team already knows and then can be utilized in the analytics tool you already use. With advanced security
features — this data consumption layer provides a secure single-point-of-access for all your data consumers to all your data.
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Analytics Engine for Distributed Data

High-performance Starburst Enterprise connectors enable queries from one or more sources, on–premises or in the cloud, and
everything is governed by enterprise-grade global security features with fine-grained access control.
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Enterprise-grade Security

The lightweight, standalone architecture of Starburst Enterprise makes it simple to install, secure, maintain and scale. Since
there is no storage of data and it can be installed in any location including cloud or on-premises, security is simple to maintain
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“

Starburst has really enabled us to accelerate time-to-insight, improve our conversion rates, and
enable more robust modeling, which have all led to better business outcomes.
Mitchell Posluns
Senior Data Scientist, Assurance

“

Providing users with one endpoint is so much easier. They can use the same familiar tools,
but everything is happening faster.
Mike Prior
Optum Principal IO Engineer

Learn More
• Visit our Starburst Enterprise and download a free trial
• Review the Starburst Technical Solution Brief and Starburst Enterprise Security Guide
• Need more information, contact us
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